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This Mmoraundum describes two computer programs which have been developed as
data preparation tools for the three-dimensional boundary Integral equation
(BI3D) computer program. The first is a three-dimensional mesh. genoration
computer program which is based on a somi-autmtic subdivision technique similar
to a two-dimensional finite element mesh generation procedure. The program is
written in standard FORTRAN and it is no operational in the Materials and
Structures Departmental VAX computer. The second is a cmputer progre for plot-
ting the generated mesh. The plotting progrm is used to draw a three-dimeasLonal
view of the mesh of a problem. In particular, a generated msh can be drawn so
that its topology can be checked visually for anomalous points and Incompatibility
of elements. The progran Is written in BASIC and it rune interactively on a
Novlett-Packard EP26477 graphics terminal.

Both computer progrns are described with examles. Instructions and de
criptions for both input and output data file are presented in each case.
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This Nomdm describes two 41101P progess Which haue been developed as data
preparation tools for the three-dimensional boundary integral equation (==3) cosuter

* PrOgTRm . These programs will help SIM ners to perforn their tasks -e efficiently
and effectively. in particular. tine eaiC is the biggest advatage of using these pro-
gross. The program awe called MRSD and =AM.

USR Is a three-dimensionul mesh generation c*Wuter progrus for use with the
thoe-dimnsioual boundary Integral e"nation* computer progras (M=3) . It is Wtitten

in standard ?TIWA anl it ise available In the Materialsan Sl tructres Departmostal VAX
cosputat.

DRAM Is a cosuter progrus that can be used to plot a generated thee-dimensional
meob an a graphics visual display or on peper. The progam is Written Is AMC and it
can be operated intumetIvely by the sear* an a Uevlett-Packard 02477 Sraphics terminal.

These pbogram we now avalable to all 3333 nes as an option. The users can
either creats. a 333input data file in the omurestiamal may. os described fully In a
previous Mmorandimt, or use the HUM psogr as described here in section 2. A graphic
output of the generated moek am be obtained using the =0= propem. as described in
section 3.

The main aim, of this Usorsedus to to lay down the guidle lime of the operating
procedures of the progam. Stop by-stop Instructions e given to show hor an input and
outpu t date files can be prepared for loth of the progr. lutrthee test cases for
beth of the progress are illu strated with smlos and descriptions.

in order to reduce the mat of tine involved In date preparation for a boundary
tategral equation (13) analysis. conster-ie-desgnt (Cc3) softuare ech as mosh
generation empucer programe can to mployed. The a" of each progam net waly saves
time bet also eliminte. tsIes o rrors which seem durning maa preparation of the
nodal co-ordinates and slensut topologies. Mesh generation progrm here been well docu-
mented Is the finite odint mthod am3. %hese progrss we genWally of two types.2' 3

(a) A digitisiag toblet coupled with an Interactive graphics systow my be asloyed to
define sed prolme the geeria date. a light pmn io usually used to digitise the
structurl outline of a preliuinery mosh. The progran my then allow for the choice of
elamst types and the finuees Of "Wiivision of slowness. With this infornation. the

mosh generation pregra will geneate a mesh agstaically ead output is onto a graphics
visual "&sWa or a plotter. Meosse ash genration algorithms of this type are highly

* dependent on the mhe and meda of the digitizer and ntmally require apecialised Stan

(1) A smi-eaue approach my be used, where the sezuctural outline is based on a
- fowrgen blee. %Mich ea defined as tents data. glmests we than generated

0This meshod to also referred to as the Boundary Slnwes Method (M~).
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Mtasially by a subdivision process. ft this subdivision process. the generated
elmsam ma us" to especified as a separate sit of Input data. This approach is
deser"Me la detail is the fullowing @actime and it is the metho used In the present
study. A tor-.ml finait. element aesh, generation meutism4 which is based on this
applmash bas been depe =1 Sadiftda for generating a wash an a two-dimensional surface.
a Ve64ire" fee a takee-dessional EZZ calculation.

2.1 ?be Mob-aSomtif os ea Oom *OWU3D)

this the-nsae esh-geneation proga has been developed jointly with the
Deprtmest: of Zoginesrdag 11stoials, University of Gothmton and is nwInstalled in
the Matarial# and Structures Departmental TAX collputer. The prograls OKIII) is based on
amstlti elamat su~division of a few large structural blocks which ane defined as input
doae each blea is subdivided into elements according to weighting factors provided as
Input data.

iMM will calcutlte all the nodal co-ordinates for all the subdivided elmeents.
nh odal point aSMiering convention (clociam or anciclochaise), generated for the mesh,

will 1be the sosat the input date slbrig couvention for the structural. blocks.

2.2 Samoetric:tpeettc fasrcua block

In the sethod of In. the bomuary cont our Is the surface of a three-diaenional
body and is always represented by surface elements tamed boundary elements. The type of
boundary element need In MWI toe the eight-node isoperanatric quadrilateral element. a
shown in jig 3. J1XW uses the eight-node quadrilateral to represent a structural block
tn the Initial stage of tie mob, generation process. The mathematical representation of
a structural Block is based on the global cartesian co-or inate system where each of the

modes j' is appouieted By Interpolation fomla which involves finite element shape
functions at ahown below:

wee are the nodal co-ordinates and leCC,v) are the aspe functions for a two-
dimensional finite element analysis Z - acx,*)

This Interpolation is equivalent to the transformation of a boundary element to a

plane square in a loca co-ORdinate Systes Mi. "a shon In Fit 1. *for Moile, in
jig 1.* the line % a 1 will wp Into the global co-ordinete seystam such that modee So
4. 3, wiUl Ies on the soe camvs this is an appromimation to the actual shape of the
edge of the bosedy element. Other line go"i - constant will similarly map into
curvs in the glSel ce-egdIneta system to approximeta the bomuary elmeent. which is
being poramtrically representd by to,

2.3 The subdivision yrocess

Any cue eightmd quadrilateral elemsnt my he subdivided into a nmber of smaller
elemnts and the $in@e of the subdivided elements are predatermiaed by weighting factors

specified s input date.
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Both locdal c-ordinates an a awe initialised to the value of -1, MAn are
then iscromutad according to

41 L- (2)

where 3~U(W~j -a T ~(3I (3)

and Aher subscript i deotes the general incrment and the smstion is me over the
total Ime of subdivided elments In thu specified direction. The real spae
cordinstes ea then calculated uain (1).

2.4 Connectivit, of Individual block,

The subdivision process, as described In the previous section, is performed Indi-
vidually for each strucurl block. The generated element nodal points within each block

are numered individually. Nowevar element nodal points between block-to-block Lnter-
faces will have comon co-ordinate vaues so they need to be uniquely unabared. This is
done autmatically by searching for all the points having common co-ordinate values and
replacing the nodal uinhers by' a single nodal. - A. It sbould be noted that this po

caes of elimination of vepeated nodes will in general produce a new modal nimbaring system

for the generated sesh, even for the case wbere all the structural blocks rmain undivided;
an examle of this is Illustrated In VIg Sedi.

A typical wesh-generation routine say be illustrated using the simple f low diagram

belowg ___________________________

kabratism IU

Accepts.all input.data

Sabrostine @33

Performa the subdivision of each block
end elimiates repeated nodes

Evamuses, the shape functions. to S-node

Urloutime 23=
Tiamplar elemente we obtained by dividing

lnearSO quadrilateral elnmnt across the

abre digoal
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2.5 Indata

Subroutine INUXO read@ In the data necessary to dsf ine a preliminary mesh which
my contain several structural blacks. In the HUM~ Input data file, apart f rom the
problem title. all data my be entered as free-fomat.

Description* of a 16333D input data file Is given below end In order to ma how
this marks a test case is Illustrated In section 2.6 with the entire data file of the
problem listed with descriptions. The users my use this eample as a guide line to
ipere a data f ile for the 133333 comuter program.

Por clarity, the 135333 input data file can be arbitrarily divided into sevei
groups as described below. It should be noted that a mouimms of 750 elements say be
generated as a mobk without altering the dimensions of the ar"yo in the program.

Group CO) MUM. TITLZ:

* lnter problem title occupying not more than 60 characters.

Group (2) GAUSSIAN QM33*!UU

laEter the order of Gaussian quadrature formula used for the integration over

each element and the corresponding Gaussion abscissaet and coefficients.

(Note: The Gaussian abscissae end Its coefficients are used in the Gaussian
quadrature formulae to evaluate various Integrals over elements and cells in
313. A short eummry of thair values is listed In the ppendix or a compre-
hesive set of the coefficients my be found in 1sf S. As a guide line fourtt-

ot sixtb-order of auossian Quadrature io sufficient for most cass. If in
doubt, the safest my to Get information on the stability of the results is to
make several runs, at the subsequent stage of using DIM3. with different order

of Gaussian quadrature. it should he noted that the Gaussian quadrature Is
not used in the algorithm of the mash-generation program so they can be neg-
lected here by entering a in jstead; hwver It will need *to be changed for

th rMuDwm.)

Group (3) ISTM. FROIRS

laEter the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.

(Notes Neither Young's moduls ser Poisesn' ratio we used in the algorithm
of the mosh-generation program; chair values will not therefore effect the

mosh result 1st are needed for 1133.)

Group (4) MKIN DATA

E nter the total Ier of points, total somer of blocks, type of elements to
So generated Ceg eight) and the dimension of the co-ordinate system used
Ceg two or three). These date are reed in subroutine MIUMO and the par.-
moters defined in the program ast

31013 - umber of co-ordinate points defining the structural outline.
U fhMf - Number of blocks (uzxim of 50 blocks my be specified).



WR- Types of element which. we permitted in the progri are:

Ca) Quadratic eight node isoparmuetric elments,
(I) Linear four node elements.
Cc) Linear tbree-node triangular element.

MUM - Numer of co-ordinate dimensions (of two or three).

(rup5) Structural: block l ata

*Inter the block amber. the usibers, of the nodal points of the block. (Vote the
umbering convention for a block Is as follow as the surface is vieved aloux the

tumd nommel from outside the body, the nodal numbers are specifited in clockwise

oider, ?a right-handscrew rule.)

These parameters wre defined In the progromm s:t

UMW - Structural block amber.

L.300 - Structural block lata. MMU0DSDNU.,DR), IN131M0) ise the block

topology definition.

growp (6) Co-oVdinatee of tbe cdefl potats

laIter the point erand the three-ixounsionul co-ordinate (z,y,a) of the nodal

points of the Alocks. These parmeters are defined in the progras s:

MIS~ - point uMb.

CODM(JOM.ThDM) CmninaJ ,UM9) - Cx~y~z) co-ordinates of the points.

(obte: metum of 200 points say be sed to define the structural outline without
altering the size of the array dimension in the progrmn.)

Group Q) VZICWZUI ?ACTOS

* lnter block -- boe sumber of elmants In the C direction and amber of

elments In the q direction.

* lnter the corresponding weighting factors for tie C direction and the weighting
factors for the it direction.

These are the Input data necessary to subdivide each a rcturaI block into smaller
olments and these parameters are defined In the progrom as:
%K=C - Block umber.

UZYX - Number of elements in C direction into which the block is to be subdivided.
UDXYT - as IPTYX but in Cdirection.

(Pots ainzima value of four my be specified for NOZ and 302WY witheut altering

the mray dissension in the progrou.)

2.6 Test cs

A flat plate with a nexual central bole is used here as an ammple to demnstrate

the operating procedures of tie mesh generation progea IM . The diususions of the
flat plate are show. n Fg 6. In order to sake the proble as simple as possible the
symmetry about the u- and y-exes is used so that only a quarter of the plate is modelled
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in th eample. The initial mesh of the flat plate contains a total of 10 large struc-

tural blocks and a total of 32 points as hmn in Fig 7 and Fig 8.

in order to generate a mash the large structural block* are subdivided using the
weighting factors as described in section 2.3. A listing of the input data file for

t e 3D progrn is listed below with descriptions. The data file name is designated

as FP.DWT:-

Data file IP.DA Descriptions

TLs VLWY PLU P A CM= WLI .... Problem title
* .... order of eaussian
.23861919 .46791393 quadrature and coefficients.

36120940 .36076158
.93246949 .171324"9
-.23061919 .46791393
-. 66120940 .36076158
-. 93246949 .1713249

3000.0 0.3 .... TOM"'s modulus
and Poisson's ratio

32 10 8 3 .... Total number of points,
total nmber of blocks, leent
tpe (ie 6) end co-ordinate.
dimensiou..

I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .... Rlock nmber and block
2 5 4 3 9 10 11 12 13 data specified in the right-
3 12 21 10 14 15 16 17 18 band-screw rule
A 17 16 13,19 20 21 22 23
5 7 6 5 13 12 24 25 26
6 25 24 12 18 17 23 22 27
7 7 26 25 28 29 30 1 8
S 25 27 22 21 20 31 29 28
9 20 19 15 14 10 32 29 31
10 I 30 29 32 10 9 3 2

1 1 0 0 .... Point umber and the three-
2 I 0 .1 dimensional cartesian co-ordinate
3 1 0 .2 "ystm
4 1 .4 .2
5 1 .8 .2
6 I .8 .1
7 1 .8 0
6 3 .4 0
9 .3 0 .2
20 0 0 .2
11 .4293 .4293 .2
12 .6586 .8586 .2
13 .9235 .8152 .2
14 0 .5 .2
15 0 1 .2
16 .4 1 .2
17 .8 1 .2
1 .8152 .9235 .2
19 0 1 .1
20 010
21 .4 1 0
22 .8 1 0

* 23 .8.1
24 .8566 .86586 .1U

_ k -
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25 .8586 .6586 0
26 .9235 .8152 0
27 .6152 .9235 0
28 .4293 .4293 0
29 0 00
31 0 .5 0
32 0 0 .1

1 3 4 . lock (1) and weighting
3.5 3 3.5 Lactors in the C and vi direction.
2 3.5 3 1.5

2 4 1

1.5 3 3.5 2 .... Block (2) and weighting
I factors in the C and n direction.

3 4 1 .... ec
1.5 3 3.5 2
1

4 4 3
1.5 3 3.5 2
3.5 3 3.5

5 3 1
3.5 3 3.5

6 3 1

3.5 3 3.5
1

7 1 4
1
1.5 3 3.5 2

8 1 4
14

1.5 3 3.5 2

9 3 1
3.5 3 3.5
1

10 1 3

3.5 3 3.5
UD .... end-of-file

This data file (7P.DAT) ma7 then be submitted to the MESI3D program using the comands as

follow.t
$asigsn 71.DA form3 (assign to logical unit 3)

Sesin 7P.M13 foTOOA (assign to logical unit 4)

Stns IUSR3D

CA.



The input-data (?P.DAT) will be checked for the total nmber of nodal points and

elements to ensure the array alswmsional ses in the WS3D prograst will not be
exceeded. An ewAeseive value of these numbers will causea e aution error and an

error message will be displayed before aborting the progran. If the total umber of

nodal points and elements is mot too large then the mesh coordinates of the three-

dimensional wash will So mutamticaly generated according to the process of sub-

division and the corresponding weiLSaing factors. The output data file containing the

generated wash data of the quarter flat plate is called MA7NS). Before this file can
be saftitted for the BMW3 run there are two more steps the user way need to carry out:

CI) visual inspection of the topology of the generated mash, and

(2) specify Iounary conditions.

The visual inspection of the msh can he done once the mean is plotted on paper. The

procedures for the plotting of the mash on paper are described in section 3. Once the

meekh Us been checked for uisaligument, anomalous points or any incompatibility of

elemnt dis tributions ae It can then be modified to include the boundary conditions of

the proilea; the Boundary couffitions are inserted according to the foroat specified for

boundary conditions in the 3133 users' guide. Finally the user can submit the modified

01P.33) input data file, OWD71.2S) say, and zzm the 3%3D program using the commands

as ifolowV:

$assigns "M71.33S foroos (assign to logical unit 5)

9essign I?.UZS forOOG (assign to logical unit 6)

wer '17.31 is the output-ata-file of the SIMD progran containing the displacements,

the tractions end the surface stresses for all the nodes of the three-dimnsisonal sesh

of tie quarterplte.

3 MEBE PLOTMIG

The checking of the nodal co-ordinates of three-dimensional mash data is often

tedious and difficult. In particular, if the meak data baa been generated by a mash

generation program, the large volums and the three-dimensional complexity of the wash

data would make the checking process an swam task. The obvious alternative approach

is to plot the generated mash on paper in an isometric view. The visal topology of

the mash would allow for the checking of misligmant. anomalous points or any incom-

patibility of element distributions ae. such a visual presentation for a mah in

thee dimensions is Invaluable and absolutely essential for any msh design and maoh

generation work. Indeed, during the plotting process, if one follows the path of the

plotting pen on the chert. ons can easily determine without recourse to the numerical

data file. whether the mosh hot bean generated in the specified umering convention.

Purtheimore. with the option of heving all the nodal umbers of all the elment embers

or both plotted, the numbered mash ca be used to assist the specification of all the

S boundary conditions in which each individual nodal point or surface elment can be

precisely located and constrained if required.
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A thee-Iuessosal mash plotting computer program (DRAU13D) has been writtens and
Impleaented in tie local computer system. The program is written in USIC and it runs

r Interactively on is Raaltt-ackard U26477 graphics terminal. It can either be used to

plot a three-dimensional wash. in an isometric view. an a graphic terminal display or

on paper. in this section, the handling of Input and output data files will be eplained
and how exactly the graphic plotting progrm@ can be nsed in conjunction with the sash
generation pbogram 03DM) and the boundary integral equation prom (1133).

3.1 The graphic plotting computer progress (DMOND)

The computer program DRAM3 can be used, on a Rowlett Packard HP26471 terminal. to

plot a three-Imensional view of a mash. The plotting program (DRAM3D is now available

in the local com-ter system. It has beeu etensively ueed throughout the present work
and sha to be nseou for checking of a generated mash. The program can be used inter-

actively by tie unews so that the view angles of an isometric plot can be rotated

through, 0 to 360 Ues in a&W a to show any side of the figure. Also. the dime.r-

sins of the figure In the %- end "-lanes can be distorted so that cnaggeration of any
particular plane of tie figure my be made. Then the final projection of the configura-
tion. io accepted, it cans be plotted on paper as a permanent record.

3.2 Data preparation for the plotting progarm

A IM3 Input data ftla requires very little change before it can be submitted

for a plotting program run. Zn fact the only change which is required is to convert

a TOETUhE input data file format into a BASIC Input data file format. The conversion
is an essential step and it is dons by separating each data items by a coma.

The following section will list all the steps required to prepare a plotting program

input data file.

3.3 Operating procedures for the graphic glotting proarEM

(1) Separate the mashs data in a BMWb input data file by commas. This can be
achieved either by typing the commas in by hand or submitting the input data file to

a utilities progrm called lROWN in the VAX computer. The utilities progrin will

separate all the data in the data file with comas automatically:

$assign (3?1D input data file ) 10001

SVR RZhAC0I

and the output of the modified mesh data is assigned to the display.

(2) Now we can transfer this modifiJed mash data from the display to a floppy disc,

(3) and then run the BASIC plotting progrnr by typing' in
s, CRT "DUAJ30" (aemmsing that the plotting progrnr is already in the disc)

, RU

At this point, the plotting progrnm will respond with prompts in an interactive made
and a series of prompts will be displayed on the screens
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3- Plotting device? (display-0 or plotterw5)

2, Input file asms
3 Klement type? (Triangular.3 or Quadrilateral.6)

Once these questions are answered, the program .ill take over and plot out the three-

dimensional view of yer meoh. After it has fiLnished. further prompts will appear on

the dieplay:

3- Do you wish to have the element-uior labelled? CT or N)

0- Do you wish to have the nodal-sumber labelled? (1 or N)

Wihen these are done the meoh plotting process is comleted and the program will re-start

with the following promptst

2, M view-angles (rotation about z- and y-axee) and distortion in y direction:

3- UTU plotting devic.? (display0O or plotteruS)
; Input total number of hidden elements:

3- Do you want to plot distorted shap.? (ToriN)

The user an select emy one of these options and carry on as before.

3.4 Test case

Ma file called (PP.MRS) ie the generated mash data file for the quarter-plate

ezomple as described in section 2.6. It is used heret to denstrate the operating pro-

cedures of the plotting comuter program DR&13D.

Befoe the data file can be submitted for the plotting ru, the format of the data

file must ha converted to the BASIC data format as described La section 3.3 The converted

data of file (11.NUs) is listed below: it should be noted that this listing has been

condensed to save space.

Twe trwee-dimusaionel presentations of the generated moh are plotted on paper as
shown inrig 9 ad ig 10. .It can be "asthat atotal of 32qudrilateralelmntsand

a total of 158 nodal points have been generated La this case. The element numbering

system and nOWa dobrig system of the generated mesh are shown La Pigs 9 and 10,

respectively.

Data file Descriptions

Tr=.: FLAT 7J.AU WITH A CUTM MEZ .... Title

15a. 52 .... Numer of modes and nmber of
elements.

I, J.00000 0.0000000#00, 0.00000002.00 .... Node e and

2, 1.000M0 O .0000000300, 3.50000003-02 2,7.1 carteeian co-ordioates

3, 1.00000 * .00000003.00, 7.00000003-02

133. 0.000000 , .00000003.00, 0.1300000

256. 0.00000 , .00000003.00, 0.1650000
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157, 0.500000 , 0.00000001.00 , 7.00000001-02

158, 0.500000 , 0.00000002400 * 0.1300000

1. I, 2, 3, 9, 14, 13, 12, a .... lemenc nberind alen t

2, 3, 4, . 5, 10, 16, 15, 14, 9 data specified in tsight-band-

3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 18, 17, 16, JO scrw convtion.
4, 12, 13, 14, 20, 25, 24, 23, 19

48, 307, 93, 93, 151, 155, 154, 353, 150

49, 93, 4, 79, 70, 63, 156, 155, 331

50, 1, 14, 145, 132, 153,'157, 3, 2
51, 3, 157, 153, 134, 155, 138, 5, 4

52, 5, 158, 155, 1356, 65, 36, 7, 6
35, 20, 1 .... view angles and distortion.

n.... Id of file.

4 cmt==s IDLV=
The instructioms c taime in this msradnm vill enable usns to run the progrms

KSUMD end =A3D as they stamm, to obtain respectively a mesh and a grapbLcs presenta-

tion of a mash of a sipqle or comlex three-d msensional configuration.

A three-Immasional ash presstation of a real structure can be very coUplex
and difficult to hanale umually, but by using these prorams the usews can leave the

I, selnpulation to the progrms and concentrate on the accuracy of the sodelliag of

the probse.

-- 2

m . m "------- - . ,-mm
| tm .



Amo i

d . Gmssin codfLcLeut

0.3399810435 0.6521451548
4 0.8611363115 0.3478548451

-0.3399810435 0.6521451548
-0.86113631J5 0.3478548451

0.2386191860 0.4679139345
0.162093864 0.3607615730

6 0.9324695142 0.171324923
-0.2386191860 0.4679139345
-0.6612093864 0.3607615730
-0.9324695142 0.17132"923

0.J834346424 0.3626837833
0.5255324099 0.3137066458
0.796664774 0.2223810344
0.9602898564 0.1012285362

-0.1834346424 0.3626837833
-0.5255324099 0.3137066458
-0.796664774 0.2223810344
-0.9602898564 0.1012285362

mS

i '
" i
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N. Author Title, ae

ILI. Um 'A sew's gaUe for EmI - a boundary integral, equation
cowtmr pregi for eteeGinessioel elastoutatic analysis.
US3 leseal Uomagaeum Nat/Itt 1073 (1906)

2 0.C. Zienuldw, A haumatic mob gemeration sebome for plan. end cuuved sr
D.Y. Phillips tawo* by leeparmtric coordiuatea.

21. J. hA. NOOX 5ip., 1. 319-526 (1972)

3 iLS heall Neab generation - A suvey Journal, of engineering for industry.

L.A. Buh Tams. hAeican Society of Nothanical lugiueers series 3,

Tel 95, No.I

4 3. noatos Piite element Progring.

D.L.J. OeNO Academic Proe-, London (1977)

3 P.C. ars Nuerical integration aver simpleza.s and conws.

A.!. Sarnd MhtX 1ables At& Cop. 10, 230-137 (1956)



Figs 1&2

II
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Fig 1 Eight-node quadrilateral elment

2Z

Irig 2 Subdivision of a thp#"Ilmnsfonal body
4 emu u lIII I II IIIIag II



Fig 3

Fig 3 Subdivision of a structural block In and ni direction



Fig 4

Fig 4 A pictorial representation of elinent and nodal compatibility at
I~. the block-to-block interfaces



fig Saib

(a) Preliminary Mesh 
V

(b) Geeae mesh

fig 5 Nodal nmbering systm of the preliminary mesh and the undivided
generated mesh



Fig 6
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Fig 6 A flat plate with a central nomal hole
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Fig 7
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Fig 9
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Fig Meh dsignandOlm nt umbeings~s a ofa qartr o

the flt plat



Fig 1a
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Fig 0 Ms einadndlnmeigsse facatro

the fla-zplat
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